
Yikes!  There are only a few more days left in March.   
  

Social  Studies  –  working  on  Puritans.  
Science  –  Coming  up  –  Life  Science  –  life  cycles.      

 Happy April! 
It has been very busy in here.  The kids are working on two writing projects (color 
poetry and expository writing).  They are almost done with both.   
Date that you need to know: 
4/1/19 – Full Day Teacher PD – kids 
have off – no joke! 
4/4/19 – Poetry Party with Santos, 
Aldrich, Murray, and Nissi classes in 
honor of Poetry Month. 
4/5/19 – Book Fair for our class – the 
kids will bring home the Scholastic 
flyers on 3/28/19. 
4/15/19 – 4/19/19 – April Vacation 
4/25/19 & 4/26/19 – MCAS ELA 
5/9/19 & 5/10/19 – MCAS Math  
5/16/19 – Half Day for the kids 
5/21/19 – King Caesar House Field Trip 
– More information will be forthcoming. 
5/27/19 – Memorial Day      

ELA Continued – We have been 
practicing with MCAS selections both 
fiction and nonfiction.  The kids have 
actually enjoyed some of the selections, 
which is nice to see.   
 
Writing: The development of ideas has 
been very good.  A focus of late has 
been sentence structure and letter 
formation for some and that is coming 
along.   

ELA – Finishing character studies and 
we tried book clubs for the first time – 
I’ll tweak (smaller groups) them a bit 
for the next time.  We’ve been working 
on parts of speech and some 
punctuation – apostrophes (possessives 
and contractions) of late.  The 
apostrophes will continue for a bit and 
we’ll get back to commas.  Note that 
the comma use at this point with the 
kids consists of commas in a series and 
dates.   

Math: We are starting with fractions 
on Friday and I think that it will be 
fun.  We’ve focused on two-step 
number stories this week and the kids 
do better with this concept when they 
hear the questions read aloud.  I’ll work 
on transferring that skill, so that they 
have more ownership of it.  We’ve also 
been reviewing: multiplying by multiples 
of 10 and some geometry.   

 
 
 


